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	Learn how to set up and configure networks to create robust connections, and how to quickly diagnose and repair problems should something go wrong. Whatever version of Windows you are using, you will need a stable Internet connection and access to your company network and its shared files and resources. When a network connection fails, it can result in an expensive loss of productivity. 


	 What You'll Learn


	
			
				Set up and manage different types of network connections
	
				Use and configure Windows TCP/IP stack
	
				Determine the common causes of networking problems and how to avoid them
	
				Troubleshoot network connection problems
	
				Manage networking for Windows virtual machines
	
				Keep the mobile or BYOD worker connected to your company network


	

	
		Who This Book Is For






	IT pros, Windows expert and power users, and system administrators 
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Perl 5 by ExampleQue, 1996

	With thousands of sites popping up on the Internet each week, this is the perfect time to stock up on beginning-level books for Internet programming! Readers will learn how to handle CGI and Internet programming!...
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Building Spring 2 Enterprise ApplicationsApress, 2007
This book covers the Spring Framework, the Java application framework of choice for tens of thousands of Java developers worldwide. We feel it is important to introduce you to the Spring Framework by showing you how to use it. So we wrote a book that uses a complex sample application to demonstrate how the Spring Framework is used in a typical...
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A Career in ComputersTheNetworkAdministrator.com, 2006
A Career in Computers is a straightforward and sometimes comical look into finding a job in the field of the computer sciences.  It answers questions that many IT professionals and newcomers need to know when looking for a job and what they should expect.  Most computer books deal with configuring software and do little in answering important...
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The Digital Handshake: Seven Proven Strategies to Grow Your Business Using Social MediaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Practical applications for using social media to boost your business

Even today’s most successful businesses are seeing shrinking returns on their advertising and marketing dollars. The Digital Handshake explains why advertising and marketing are losing their effectiveness and how to solve the problem...
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Mathematics Content for Elementary TeachersLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
What is mathematics? You are probably wondering just what sort of question that
is for someone who has completed the general education mathematics prerequisites.
It is an important question because  your own opinions and attitudes will influence
your teaching of mathematics for your entire career....
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The Science of SupervillainsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The science behind the scoundrels we love to hate
From Spider-Man’s bionic archenemy, Dr. Octopus, to Superman’s nemesis, Lex Luthor, to the X-Men’s eternal rival, Magneto, comic book villains have kept us captivated for years---- not just by their diabolical talent for confounding our heroes, but also by their unrivaled...
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